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FAITH WORD

Access code for site: Gracekids
Under the children's ministry tab, you will find Virtual Sunday School.
Per the request of Cokesbury Kids in place of a registration for live
stream, we are giving an easy code word for the kids of Grace to
access it. We will be creating packets with our weekly letter that has
materials for upcoming Sundays. If you are new to Grace and would
like to participate in our Sunday school please send us a message and
we'll reply with an invite. You will find materials on the next few pages
with some fun games and skits.

Joseph's Joy
In today’s Bible story, we find Joseph in a tough position. His soon-to-be wife is unexpectedly pregnant.
Now Joseph must make a decision to marry her or to call off the engagement. While Joseph is
contemplating this hard choice, an angel appears to him in a dream. The angel gives Joseph instructions
to stay with Mary and to help raise God’s Son. Joseph listens to God’s messenger and does just as he was
asked.
Like Joseph, we all have been in difficult situations, and sometimes we do not know what to do. But, even
in those hard and confusing times, God is there. God always shows up in unexpected ways. This story
helps us see that God can help us when we don’t know what to do.

Spiritual Practice

JOY sometimes comes from acceptance. Joseph accepted the words of
the angel from God. He took Mary as his wife and raised Jesus as his son.
As you light the Advent wreath, read Matthew 1:18-24. Sing your favorite
carols or songs, and dance in celebration of the coming birth of Jesus.
Sing songs of joy and praise as you gather as a family this week.

WONDER Question

Who would you want to be in the story?
Would it be Joesph or the angel Gabriel?

Although we can't gather together we can
still gather with Christ.
We do miss our church family but the
church is WHERE WE ARE!
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Follow along in our Bible Story time then roll your wonder
cube to answer questions with your family.
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Joseph, a righteous man

Little boys clamor to play the wise men in the Christmas
pageant before agreeing to play Joseph. In a typical Nativity
set, he can be easy to mistake for a shepherd.
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Dreams in the ancient world were understood (for the most part)
as a means of divine communication. The dreams (in Matthew)
are divine encounters that mostly function to protect the child,
Jesus. As divine communiqués, dreams are part of Matthew’s
portrayal of Jesus’ origin/beginning as providential.
That openness to God is one of his key attributes worth
following. Joseph is open to doing what the heavenly vision
suggests, even though now it may cost him his reputation as a
righteous man, This says something about his courage and faith
in God. Adoption in a way, a man that acted as a very loving
father to his young and vulnerable son. And make no mistake:
Joseph was more than Christianity’s first “stepdad".

No question: The reserved, unobtrusive Joseph tends to
hover in the background in our retellings of Christ’s birth.
But Joseph gets his due in the Gospel passage Matthew 1:1824. This is Joseph’s big scene, and the example he sets still
offers lessons for Jesus’ disciples and fathers. Like others in
our salvation story, God turned Joseph’s life over, but Joseph
always had a choice to follow or not. Joseph chose to take a
risk for God, and that’s an example we can all follow.
The Holy Family’s beginnings were anything but Christmascard perfect. The Gospel of Matthew makes it clear that
Mary’s pregnancy was a scandal. Sure, she was with child by
the Holy Spirit, but Joseph either did not know or did not
believe Mary’s story. So, the couple’s engagement was falling
apart, and the Virgin Mary faced the strong likelihood of
becoming an unwed mother. In first-century Galilee, such a
broken home could have dire, even deadly, consequences.
Matthew also says Joseph was “a righteous man.” That
means he was obedient to the Torah, the law of Moses.
He points out that it was significant that whatever sense of
betrayal Joseph might have felt, he wanted to part ways with
Mary “quietly. The alternative would be to press charges
against her before the local religious elders, not only publicly
humiliating Mary but also putting her at the same risk of
stoning faced by the adulterous woman Jesus later
encounters. But still, she will have been shamed and seen as
damaged goods thereafter, probably impossible for her to
marry in that locale thereafter.”
Nevertheless, as Matthew shows, Joseph was open to
heeding fresh guidance from God. In a dream, an angel tells
Joseph that the child his betrothed is carrying was indeed
conceived by the Holy Spirit and will be the Immanuel
promised in Isaiah.

By taking Mary as his wife and naming the child Jesus (the name
given to him in the dream), Joseph was claiming the divinely born
child as his own. In other words, Joseph adopted Jesus. That’s
one reason Jesus — through Joseph — could trace his genealogy
through King David’s line.
There is as great a need here in our home country as there is
anywhere in the world. But this idea of adoption isn’t just
something that has to do with taking children that aren’t
necessarily of your flesh and blood into your home. In a sense,
through Jesus Christ coming to earth, taking on our flesh, going
through the process of birth, death, and resurrection, we’re all
adopted siblings of Christ.
How does all this show faithfulness to God? The Bible only
mentions Joseph in passing once Jesus begins his adult ministry.
In Matthew 13:55, Jesus’ hometown neighbors initially dismiss
him as the carpenter’s son. In any case, it makes sense that
Christians would associate Joseph with home and family given
his role in providing the Christ child with a safe and loving place
to grow up. Perhaps the most significant thing about Joseph and
Mary is that God chose them for their sacred role in Christ’s life.
God picked him and Mary for this solemn responsibility in
parenting Jesus, and they both accepted the challenge. We are
all capable of any challenge through faithfulness.
“Faith is honoring God and people; faith is also integrity and
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situation, the Advent season invites us to slow down, accept,

and see there is joy coming. If we can pause and see there
are God’s joy and understanding even in the midst of
confusion, we can begin to accept what is in front of us and
have a clearer sense of what is to come. This week pause, go
to God and look for the joy God already has provided.

